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PRESENTS: 

A CERTEZA ESTA IN

By Fernando Arias



GALERIA EDUARDO FERNANDES

Presents the solo exhibition

The phrase “Que fazemos com incerteza?” 
greets visitors at the entrance to Eduardo 
Fernandes’ Gallery in São Paolo. Hand- 
carved in marble, the stone and lettering 
style are associated with both luxury and 
death. Just beyond the phrase in the main 
gallery hangs a comfortable hammock, for 
visitors to relax, to contemplate the question 
and watch Arias’ film LIA, a collaboration 
between Fernando Arias and Lia Rodrigues 
for Episodes of the South supported by the 
Goethe Institute, São Paulo in association 
with the Más Arte Más Acción Foundation.

The exhibition stems from one of the 
artist’s interests; detaching oneself from 
the pressures of being productive in order 
to survive in the capitalist world. For almost 
20 years, Arias has spent his time between 
London, Bogotá and Colombia’s remote 
Chocó rainforest near the Pacific. Through 
his foundation Más Arte Más Acción, he 
has invited artists and writers to consider 
new perspectives on global challenges 
through critical reflection. Participants stay 
in a simple rainforest shelter, designed by 
Dutch artist Joep van Lieshout in 2011.

When Arias met Brazilian choreographer Lia 
Rodrigues in 2014, he invited her to Chocó. 
With the support of the Goethe Institute, Lia 
and Sammy Landweer travelled to the base 
of Chocó the following year. Arias joined them 
towards the end of their visit and directed the 
film LIA. Over blurred abstract visuals taken 
from nature, Lia’s voice describes her feelings 
about the importance of taking time out from her 
work as a choreographer in one of Rio’s favelas. 

A soundtrack by the Brazilian sound
artist Dudu Tsuda brings Lia’s message 
about finding time for bringin ‘creative 
laziness’ to life. From her perspective, 
we see how uncertainty is part of being 
human and we must learn to live with it.

‘Uncertainty’ is the theme of this year’s São 
Paulo Biennale. Addressing ‘uncertainty’ 
in his exhibition, which coincides with the 
biennial, Arias includes a hammock to 
symbolise the passive Latin culture that 
sleeps away uncertainties. If in doubt, crawl 
under the bed covers or slip into the hammock.

Just after this exhibition’s opening, Arias 
will spend a month in the VILA SUL Art 
Residency with the Goethe Institute in 
Salvador de Bahia. He accepted this invitation 
without knowing what he would do there, other 
than spend several weeks contemplating 
what humanity should do about a multitude 
of problems - including all this uncertainty.

After finalizing his art residency, Arias will 
return to the Gallery Eduardo Fernandes in 
São Paulo, where he will bring reflections 
and and do an intervention in his exhibition: 
“A Certeza esta IN” (Certainty is IN).

He will share his experience related to his 
time in contemplation and his thinking about 
what to do with uncertainty. The Galeria 
Eduardo Fernandes looks forward to hosting 
this important exhibition in TWO phases 
(both pre- and post- art residency).

Jonathan Colin, August 2016
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by FERNANDO A R I A S



GALERIA EDUARDO FERNANDES

“A Certeza esta IN”
Solo exhibition - Fernando Arias

Vernissage: 
Thursday 25th of August 2016 at 7 pm. (the artist will be present)

Viewing: 
From the 26th of August 2016 to the 02nd of October 2016
Tuesday to Friday, from 10 am. to 7 pm. 
Saturday, from 11 am. to 3 pm.

Second encouter / closing event: 
Thirsday 29th of September 2016 at 7 pm. (the artist will be present)

Galeria Eduardo Fernandes
Rua Harmonia, 145, Vila Madalena, São Paulo
+55 (11) 3812 3894 | +55 (11) 3032 6380
www.galeriaef.com 
atendimento@galeriaef.com 
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THANK YOU!


